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Read Me First
Welcome to Take Control of iOS 16 and iPadOS 16, version 1.0, published in August 2022 by alt concepts. This book was written by Josh
Centers and edited by Joe Kissell.
This book shows you how to use all the new features in iOS 16 and
iPadOS 16, like customizing your Lock screen, managing iPad windows
with Stage Manager, and more.
If you want to share this ebook with a friend, we ask that you do so
as you would with a physical book: “lend” it for a quick look, but ask
your friend to buy a copy for careful reading or reference. Discounted
classroom and user group copies are available.
Copyright © 2022, Josh Centers. All rights reserved.

Updates and More
You can access extras related to this ebook on the web (use the link
in Ebook Extras, near the end; it’s available only to purchasers). On
the ebook’s Take Control Extras page, you can:
• Download any available new version of the ebook for free, or buy
any subsequent edition at a discount.
• Download various formats, including PDF, EPUB, and Mobipocket.
(Learn about reading on mobile devices on our Device Advice page.)
• Read the ebook’s blog. You may find new tips or information, as
well as a link to an author interview.
If you bought this ebook from the Take Control website, it has been
added to your account, where you can download it in other formats
and access any future updates.
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What’s New in Version 1.1
As always, a few things change between beta and when Apple releases
an operating system, and I’ve updated the book accordingly:
• Apple is now saying that iCloud Shared Photo Library has been
delayed. However, everyone we’ve spoken to who had the beta
installed still has access to it. Sometimes, Apple will say a feature is
being delayed, but it still ships on time. It could also be that it’s a
feature available for beta testers but not the general public.
To cover our bases, I have left the iCloud Shared Photo Library
content intact with notes saying that the feature may be delayed.
See iCloud Shared Photo Library. As far as we can tell, there’s
nothing wrong with the feature, and Apple’s delay is due to iPadOS
16 and macOS 13 Ventura not releasing until a month after iOS 16.
• Apple has announced the iPhone 14, iPhone 14 Plus, iPhone 14 Pro,
and iPhone 14 Pro Max with a few new features that I discuss in
What’s New with the iPhone 14. In short, the iPhone 14 Pro line has
some major new changes, while the iPhone 14 is a modest upgrade.
Unlike the past few years, Apple has shipped almost all of the promised
features at launch, but we’re still waiting on:
• The aforementioned iCloud Shared Photo Library.
• Live Activities, which has been delayed to a future update.
• Stage Manager, which has been delayed alongside iPadOS 16 because it has a lot of rough edges. If you’ve been considering splurging on an M-series iPad just for Stage Manager, I advise waiting.
See Manage the Stage.
• The Freeform app, announced at WWDC. It’s a digital whiteboarding app designed around collaboration. Strictly speaking, this is not
an iOS 16/iPadOS 16 feature, but a separate app due later.
• The new iPhone 14 feature Emergency SOS via Satellite will arrive
later this year.
7
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Introduction
Can I get a bit meta for a second? I’ve been writing iOS books for many
years now, and over the years we’ve experimented with various formats, starting with the now-defunct, magazine-like Crash Course titles.
With iOS 11, we reverted to a more standard Take Control format, and
then with iOS 13 (and iPadOS 13), we completely overhauled the book
to build it from scratch every year, focusing almost exclusively on new
features.
We realized that iOS 16 and iPadOS 16 didn’t have a huge number of
new features, while many readers missed the extensive coverage of
basic iOS and iPadOS features.
How can we please both people who know iOS and iPadOS and just
want to learn the new stuff, while also pleasing the people who want a
comprehensive guide?
With this book, we’ve tried to do both. The first chapter documents all
the actionable new features. I used to pride myself on creating the
most comprehensive lists of new features, but Apple does a good job of
listing new features for iOS and iPadOS now. However, many of the
descriptions are poor and there is no how-to. So the first chapter of the
book is for people who just want to learn how to use the new stuff right
away, or at least the stuff that’s simple enough to describe in a few
paragraphs.
The rest of the book covers iOS and iPadOS fundamentals, updated
with the latest information for iOS 16 and iPadOS 16. That’s also where
I document new, complex features like customizing your iPhone Home
screen and Stage Manager in iPadOS. We’ve also added a new chapter
with basic descriptions of all the included apps.
You can’t please all the people all the time, but we hope this format
pleases both veterans and those who need refreshers on the basics. Let
us know how we did.
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iOS 16 and iPadOS 16
Quick Start
Here are some quick shortcuts to get started.
Learn What’s New Fast:
• Does your device support iOS 16 or iPadOS 16? Does it support all
features? See Device Support.
• Find out What’s New in iOS 16 and iPadOS 16.
• The marquee new iPhone feature is the option to create multiple
Lock screens that can be customized with widgets. See Customize
Your Lock Screen.
• You can also link those custom Lock screens to Focus modes so that
switching to that Focus switches to that Lock screen and vice versa.
See Set Up a Focus.
• The big new features for M-Series iPads is Stage Manager, which
adds Mac-like floating windows to the iPad. See Manage the Stage.
• You can create a shared library in Photos to automatically share
photos and videos with others. See iCloud Shared Photo Library and
Learn Camera Fundamentals.
• There are many new accessibility features, like mirroring your
Apple Watch to your iPhone, Door Detection for the visually impaired, and Live Captions to caption all audio on your devices. See
Learn New Accessibility Features.
Catch Up on iPhone Basics:
• The first screen you’ll see on an iPhone is the Lock screen, which
has many functions. See Explore the Lock Screen to learn about
them.
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• Constant notifications can be a nuisance. See Receive Notification
Summaries to learn how to bundle up non-urgent notifications and
reduce your noise and stress and Find Your Focus to learn how to
block out distractions.
• Control Center offers quick access to many common functions. See
Discover Control Center Functions.
• Are your Home screens a mess? Learn how to Clean Up Your Home
Screen with App Library and hide unnecessary screens.
Learn special iPad features:
• The iPad keyboard has many special tricks. One of the best is the
option to Shrink the iPad Keyboard so you can use it with one hand.
• Need to use multiple iPad apps side by side? See Access Multitasking Views to learn how to use Slide Over and Split View.
• When multitasking on the iPad, the Shelf helps you manage existing
app windows and create new ones. See Manage Windows with the
Shelf.
• The iPad lets you use Quick Note by swiping from a corner, which
lets you quickly take a note at any time. See Take a Quick Note to jot
down your ideas wherever you are.
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Device Support
iOS 16 supports the iPhone 8 and later but has dropped support for the
following devices:
• iPod touch (all models)
• iPhone SE (1st generation)
• iPhone 6s/6s Plus
• iPhone 7/7 Plus
iPadOS 16 supports the iPad Pro models, the third-generation iPad Air
and later, the fifth-generation iPad and later, and the fifth-generation
iPad mini and later, but dropped support for:
• iPad mini (4th generation)
• iPad Air (2nd generation)
However, just because your device supports iOS 16 or iPadOS 16, that
doesn’t mean it supports all features. Many iOS 16 features require an
A12 Bionic processor or later, which includes:
• iPhone XR, XS, XS Max, and later
• iPad Mini (5th generation and later)
• iPad Air (3rd generation and later)
• iPad (8th generation and later)
Stage Manager in iPadOS 16 requires an M-series processor, which
includes:
• iPad Air (5th generation)
• iPad Pro (5th generation)
For details on specific system requirements, see the TidBITS article
The Real System Requirements for Apple’s 2022 Operating Systems.
11
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What’s New with the
iPhone 14
The iPhone 14 is a modest upgrade over the iPhone 13, though it adds a
couple of interesting features for emergency situations and a new video
mode. The iPhone 14 Pro is much more interesting: it features an
always-on display and gets rid of the notch for a new featured called
Dynamic Island, which displays the new Live Activities notification
type (see Understand Live Activities).

Emergency SOS via Satellite
The iPhone 14 line can send emergency text messages via satellite
when you don’t have cellular service or Wi-Fi. This feature will arrive
November 2022 and will be free for two years. Here’s how it’ll work:
1. Try to dial emergency services (911 in the United States)
2. If the call won’t connect, you’re presented with an Emergency Text
via Satellite button.
3. Tap Report Emergency.
You’ll be able to send short messages, your Medical ID, and your
location to emergency services and your emergency contacts.
The trick is that the satellites communicate via line of sight, so you’ll
have to be in an open area with the iPhone pointed at the satellite.
There will be onscreen prompts to tell you where to keep the iPhone
pointed.
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Crash Detection
The new crash detection feature uses sensors inside your iPhone 14 to
tell when you’ve been in an automobile accident and call emergency
services.

Action Mode
The iPhone 14 has a new Action Mode available in the Camera app that
smooths out shaky video. It’s designed for fast-moving videos, like
when walking around or capturing sports. The downside is it only
captures at a resolution of 2.8K at 60 FPS.
or off
with a button in the Camera app. Here’s
You can turn it on
a video showing how it looks. Notice how the camera doesn’t bob up
and down while he’s walking.

Dynamic Island
The iPhone 14 Pro replaces the notch with a cutout for the Face ID
sensor and front-facing camera. Apple invented a clever way to disguise and use this space: the Dynamic Island, which displays the new
Live Activity notification type (Figure 1). It can display things like the
currently playing track in Music, how long you’ve been on a phone call,
and how long you have left on a timer. You can tap the Dynamic Island
to open that app or touch and hold it to see more options.
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What’s New in iOS 16 and
iPadOS 16
If you’re experienced with iOS and iPadOS and just want a rundown of
how to use the new features, this chapter is for you. Apple publishes
lists all of the new features in iOS and iPadOS, but doesn’t offer more
beyond basic descriptions. This chapter closes that gap and gets you
started fast.
We’ll start with the marquee features and then cover the rest in alphabetical order.

iPhone Lock Screen Customization
You can now customize the iPhone Lock screen by choosing fonts and
adding widgets of useful information like astronomy and weather. The
Lock screen is also smart enough to put the subjects of photos above
the time and other onscreen information. See Customize Your Lock
Screen for details. Along with the Lock screen customizations, Apple
has added live, interactive notification; see Understand Live Activities.
Note: Apple delayed Live Activities at the last minute. It’s now due
for a future iOS 16 update.

Focus Enhancements
Apple has overhauled the Focus feature to make it easier to set up and
so you can filter out unwanted Safari tab groups, messages, and more.
See Find Your Focus.
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iCloud Shared Photo Library
It’s now possible to create a separate iCloud Photo Library that you
share with others. This is different from a shared album in that you can
automatically share new photos to the library. Also, photos you add to
a shared library are moved out of your personal library into the shared
library, while with a shared album a separate copy of the photo is
added to the album.
Note: Apple is now saying that iCloud Shard Photo Library is “coming
in an update later this year.” However, existing beta testers have
access to the feature even if they never enabled it. We presume
Apple is officially delaying it until the release of iPadOS 16 and
macOS 13 Ventura.

To get started, go to Settings > Photos, tap Shared Library, and follow
the prompts:
1. Tap Get Started.
2. Tap Add Participants and enter contact information for whomever
you want to invite to your shared library. They don’t have to be
members of your Family Sharing group. You can add up to five
other people total, but make sure they’re using iOS 16, iPadOS 16, or
macOS 13 Ventura.
3. Tap Next.
4. Select which photos and videos to move to the shared library. You
can add all photos and videos, choose by people and date, or manually select the photos. You can also tap Move Photos Later if you
don’t want to add any at the moment.
5. Tap Next.
6. Tap Preview Shared Library to see what the library will look like and
what photos are in it. I highly recommend doing this so you don’t
inadvertently share anything embarrassing.
7. Tap Continue when you’re ready.
16
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Built-In Apps and What
They Do
We’ve had readers ask us to give quick rundowns of all of the preinstalled apps on iPhone and iPad. We don’t have room to go into
detail on each one, but can at least tell you what they do:
• App Store: This is where you buy, download, and update apps.
• Books: The Books app is both a book reader and a bookstore. You
can buy books from Apple or view EPUB and PDF files.
• Calculator (iPhone only): A basic calculator. Put it into landscape orientation to see scientific functions.
• Calendar: A calendar app that can sync with iCloud, Google, and
other calendaring services set up in Settings > Calendar > Accounts.
• Camera: You use this to take photos. You can swipe from right to
left on the Lock screen to access it quickly. iPhones without Home
buttons also have a shortcut button in the lower-left corner of the
Lock screen.
• Clock: The Clock app lets you track multiple time zones, set
alarms, or run a stopwatch or timer. Most of these functions can
also be accessed through Siri.
• Compass (iPhone only): The Compass app uses your iPhone’s
sensors to act as a compass pointing to magnetic north. For maximum accuracy, use it outdoors away from anything magnetic.
• Contacts: A basic contact manager for phone numbers, email addresses, and other information. It syncs with iCloud and other
online services—check Settings > Contacts > Accounts.
• FaceTime: Use this app to make FaceTime audio and video calls—
primarily with other Apple users, but FaceTime now has web browser support so it also works in Android, Linux, and Windows.
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• Files: The Files app lets you browse files stored locally on your
device, in iCloud Drive, or in supported cloud storage apps that
support Files (most do). You can also connect to SMB file-sharing
servers on a local network.
• Find My: The Find My app lets you share your location with
others, view locations of others who have shared their location with
you, track the location of your Apple devices, and see where your
AirTags and other supported items are located.
• Fitness: A fitness tracker that collects your fitness metrics, most
notably the move, exercise, and stand rings from your Apple Watch.
It’s also used to access the Apple Fitness+ video workout service.
• Health: Use Health to track multiple health metrics, either collected automatically from your devices or entered manually.
• Home: The Home app is used to manage and control HomeKit
home automation products. See Take Control of Apple Home
Automation for more details.
• iTunes Store: From here you can buy music, movies, and TV
shows from Apple.
• Magnifier: This app acts as a magnifying glass, and it also has
features to help the vision-impaired detect objects in their environment. See Save Magnifier “Activities” and Detect Objects with
Magnifier. Also see Discover Control Center Functions to learn how
to quickly access it from Control Center.
• Mail: Email, the app. Add email accounts in Settings > Mail > Accounts.
• Maps: Apple’s once-infamous Maps app, which is actually pretty
great now. It lets you look up destinations and offers turn-by-turn
directions.
• Measure: The Measure app uses augmented reality technology to
measure real-world objects (with questionable accuracy). It also
uses iPhone sensors to act as a level.
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Explore the Lock Screen
The Lock screen is the first thing you see when you power on or wake
up your iPhone or iPad, and it contains a wealth of functionality.

Lock and Unlock Your Device
iPhones and iPads are all equipped with either Touch ID or Face ID:
• Face ID (iPhones without Home buttons and many new
iPad models): Lift the device or tap the screen to wake it and then
look directly at the “notch” in the screen.
Note the big lock at the top of the screen. It “unlocks” when your
face is recognized, granting full access. After your device is unlocked, swipe up from beneath the bottom of the screen to go to the
Home screen (see Hone the Home Screen).
If your face isn’t recognized, you are prompted to enter your passcode. You can tap Cancel and swipe up from beneath the bottom of
the screen to try Face ID again, but it will be disabled after five
attempts.
Tip: If you’re using an iPhone 12 or later, Face ID can still work even if
you’re wearing a face mask. Enable Face ID with a Mask in Settings >
Face ID & Passcode.

• Touch ID: Lightly rest your finger on either the Home button or
the sleep/wake button (on the recent iPad Air and iPad mini). This
takes you straight to the Home screen. If the scan fails, you’ll be
prompted to enter your passcode.
Tip: If you’re wearing an Apple Watch paired with your iPhone, you
can use it to unlock your iPhone. Go to Settings > Face ID (or Touch
ID) & Passcode and flip the switch next to your Apple Watch.
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To lock your device again, press the Sleep/Wake button. Otherwise,
your device locks automatically after the amount of time chosen in
Settings > Display & Brightness > Auto-Lock.
Deal with Emergencies
Press and hold the Sleep/Wake and a volume button until three
sliders appear for power, Medical ID, and Emergency Call. Note that
this also disables Face ID and Touch ID, which can be handy since in
some jurisdictions law enforcement can compel you to hand over
biometric logins but not passcodes.
If you set up a Medical ID in the Health app, you or a medical responder can access this screen and swipe the Medical ID slider from left to
right to reveal vital info like blood type and emergency contacts.
Swipe the Emergency Call slider from left to right to call emergency
services. If you are in the United States, your iPhone automatically
sends your Medical ID to emergency responders if the 911 system
supports Enhanced Emergency Data. You can turn this off by disabling Emergency Calls & SOS in Settings > Privacy > Location
Services > System Services.
In Settings > Emergency SOS, there is a link to set up emergency
contacts in the Health app.

Manage Notifications
Notifications give you snippets of key status information. While your
device is locked, notifications gather on the Lock screen, in reverse
chronological order. To view all notifications, swipe up from the center
of the Lock screen to bring up Notification Center.
Note: See Receive Notification Summaries to learn how to bundle up
less-important notifications.

Notifications from the same app group together by default. Tap the
group to reveal individual notifications. Tap Show Less to collapse the
notifications back into a single group (Figure 28).
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Take Control of Control
Center
Control Center is a handy way to access common controls. To open
Control Center on iPhones with Home buttons, swipe up from beneath
the bottom of the screen. On iPhones without Home buttons and
iPads, swipe down from the upper-right corner of the screen (Figure
38).

Figure 38: Control Center gives you quick access to network settings, brightness, audio controls, and more, including the iPhone’s
flashlight. To see more options, press a control.

Use and Customize Control Center
Control Center is composed of three types of controls: buttons, sliders,
and platters (groups of buttons). You can touch and hold many Control
Center controls to reveal a panel with more functions.
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It’s possible to add more controls to Control Center than can fit on the
screen at once. Swipe up or down to scroll through them, or better yet,
remove the ones you don’t need.
To customize Control Center, visit Settings > Control Center > Customize Controls. It works much the same as how you Add Widgets to
Your Home Screen:
• Tap the green plus

button to add a control.

• Tap the red delete
control.

button, and then tap Delete to remove a

• Drag the grab handle

up or down to reposition the control.

However, there are seven controls you cannot remove or reposition:
the networking platter, media platter, Orientation Lock, Do Not
Disturb, Screen Mirroring, Brightness, and Volume.

Discover Control Center Functions
Control Center can be confusing since it doesn’t provide many labels.
Here’s what each of the controls do.

Networking Platter
The networking platter (Figure 39, 1A) lets you quickly turn various
networking features of your device on and off. In the main Control
Center view, it displays four controls:
button to disable all
• Airplane Mode: Tap the Airplane Mode
wireless connections: cellular, Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, and GPS. An
airplane
icon appears in the upper-left corner of the screen, on
the status bar, when Airplane mode is on.
Note: Once you turn on Airplane mode, you can re-enable Wi-Fi and/
icon in your status bar does not
or Bluetooth, so an airplane
necessarily mean all connections are disabled.
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Hone the Home Screen
Once past the Lock screen, you’re presented with the Home screen—
the grid of icons that you tap to launch apps. Resting at the bottom of
the Home screen is the Dock, which makes it easy to get to a fixed set
of your most-used apps regardless of which Home screen page you’re
on. You can also add widgets to your Home screen, and the App
Library lets you corral all your apps in one place.

Learn Home Screen Basics
To return to the Home screen from any app, swipe up from the bottom
of the screen or press the Home button (if your device has one).
The Home screen is divided into pages, which iOS and iPadOS automatically add and remove as you install and delete apps. The small
white dots above the Dock indicate which page is currently visible on
the Home screen (Figure 41).
Note: In iOS, the dots appear only when moving between pages.
Otherwise they’re replaced by the Search button (see Search with
Spotlight). They’re still always present in iPadOS.

To flip between pages, flick the screen left or right.

Figure 41: The dots above the Dock tell you which Home screen
page you’re on. Now they appear on the iPhone only when flipping
between pages.
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Tip: To jump to the first (“main”) page of the Home screen from
some other page, swipe up from the bottom of the screen (or press
the Home button).

Manage the Home Screen
From the Home screen, you can move and delete apps, and arrange
them into folders.

Move Apps
To move app icons around the Home screen:
1. Touch and hold an empty spot on the Home screen for a few seconds, until all the icons start to shake. This is officially known as
“jiggle mode.”
2. Touch, hold, and begin dragging the app icon you want to move.
3. To move multiple icons, tap them with another finger as you’re
dragging the first icon. They’re added to a stack beneath your
fingertip, and a blue badge appears in the upper-right corner of the
stack with the number of apps you’re moving (Figure 42).

Figure 42: You can move multiple apps at once. While dragging an
app, tap additional apps to add them to the stack. The blue badge
tells you how many you’re moving.

4. Drag the icon or icons to where you want them. To move an icon to
another page, move it to the edge of the screen and pause until the
page flips.
5. Once you’ve moved the icon or icons where you want them, you can
move more as long as you’re still in jiggle mode.
6. Tap Done in the upper-right corner to exit editing mode.
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Find Your Focus
Focus—which is Do Not Disturb turned up to 11—was introduced in
iOS 15 and iPadOS 15, and Apple has made it into a cornerstone
feature. But it’s hard to both use and understand, so for the most part,
I recommend sticking to its most basic functions. However, power
users can customize it to their heart’s content to do some pretty wild
things.

Make Sense of Focus
Focus lets you create multiple custom Do Not Disturb modes, with
each one allowing different apps and contacts to send you notifications
while excluding the rest. You can also configure a Focus such that
other people are alerted when you’re unavailable.
Focus encapsulates several similar previous features: Do Not Disturb,
Do Not Disturb While Driving, and Sleep Mode. It might be a bit
confusing at first, but it makes sense to put all of these settings in one
place, and you can now customize all of those settings as you see fit.
For example, let’s say you have two Focuses: Work and Personal. In
your Work focus, you might exclude all contacts except your manager,
the company CEO, and your coworkers, and exclude notifications from
all apps except Mail and Slack. It could also hide all of your Safari tab
groups except the one you use for work.
You could also set up a Focus called reading that activates whenever
you open the Books or Kindle app that shuts off all notifications and
enables Dark Mode.
Focus also lets you hide certain Home screen pages so you can further
block distractions. For instance, if you have your work apps on page
one and games on page four, you could set up a work Focus that hides
that page of games.
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Focus is powerful, but can also be confusing. For instance, if you
accidentally trigger your Work focus, you might start wondering where
the heck your apps are. So, again, tread carefully.

Just Turn On Do Not Disturb
Let’s say you don’t want to screw around with Focus and just want to
use plain old Do Not Disturb. That’s easy: pull up Control Center (see
Take Control of Control Center), find the Focus panel, and tap the
moon
button to turn Do Not Disturb on or off. You can change your
Do Not Disturb settings in Settings > Focus > Do Not Disturb.
Note: If you switch to another Focus, the button changes to whichever Focus was last selected and the icon changes accordingly.

But how do you turn on Do Not Disturb temporarily? Previously, you
could touch and hold the Do Not Disturb button in control center to
access this functionality, but Apple has made it a bit more complicated:
1. Open Control Center.
2. Tap the Focus button (but not the moon button), which displays a
Focus list.
3. Tap the More button on the Do Not Disturb bubble.
4. Choose “For 1 hour,” “Until this evening,” or “Until I leave this
location.”
Do Not Disturb turns on and will turn itself off based on whatever you
chose. You now also know how to switch between Focus modes. Let’s
look at how to set up a Focus.

Set Up a Focus
You can see and set up a Focus in Settings > Focus. There are four
built-in Focuses to get you started: Do Not Disturb, Work, Driving, and
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Switch and Hand Off Apps
The App Switcher lets you easily switch between apps. You can also use
Handoff to move active app tasks between devices.

Switch Between Apps
Use the App Switcher to switch to a recently used app, to force-quit a
malfunctioning app, or to work with Handoff:
1. Swipe up from the bottom of the screen to open the App Switcher
(or double-press the Home button if you have one). (Figure 55)

Figure 55: The App Switcher lets you select recently used apps.

2. If you don’t see the app you want, flick left or right to find it.
3. Tap the app you want to switch to.
To force-quit an app, flick its image toward the top of the screen.
Things look a little different on an iPad: open apps are presented in a
grid, but things work pretty much as they do on an iPhone (Figure
56). However, on an iPad, you can use the App Switcher to manage
multitasking views. See iPad Multitasking with the App Switcher.
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Figure 56: The iPad App Switcher displays open apps as a grid.
Tip: Force-quitting can be useful at times, such as when an app
freezes. However, don’t make a habit of force-quitting apps, as doing
so is usually a waste of time and can hurt battery life.

Learn About Handoff
Handoff is a special feature of some apps that lets you seamlessly
transfer your work between Apple devices. For example, you can start
drafting an email message on your Mac and switch to your iPhone to
finish.
Apple’s Calendar, Contacts, FaceTime, Keynote, Mail, Maps, Messages,
Notes, Numbers, Pages, Reminders, and Safari apps support Handoff,
as well as many third-party apps, such as PCalc, Pocket, and Things.
You can turn these features off entirely in Settings > General > AirPlay
& Handoff.
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Search with Spotlight
A simple yet powerful feature in iOS and iPadOS, Spotlight lets you
swiftly search your device for apps, contacts, songs, and more. Developers can integrate their apps with Spotlight to give it nearly omniscient search powers. You can also see Siri app suggestions when
you tap a Spotlight search box.
Here are some helpful uses for Spotlight:
• Use it as an app launcher.
• Quickly get in touch with a contact.
• Look up a song that’s stuck in your head, either in your Music
library or on Apple Music and play it directly from search results.
• Find the title of a TV show or movie to watch.
• Perform quick calculations.
• Search for Notes and Messages.
• See the weather in different places. Try “weather in Cupertino.”
• Look up stock prices, like AAPL.
Additionally, many third-party developers integrate with Spotlight
search. You can see installed apps that integrate with Spotlight in
Settings > Siri & Search.
There are four ways to access Spotlight search:
• Swipe down on the Lock screen.
• While on the Home screen, pull down from anywhere between the
status bar and Dock (Figure 60).
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Figure 60: When you pull down on the Home screen to reveal the
search box, you also see Siri suggestions for recent and frequently
used apps, and you may see other suggestions like regular actions
you take at the current time or suggested searches.

• iPhone only: Tap the Search button above the Dock.
• If you have a keyboard attached, press ⌘-Space.
Tap the search box to begin your search (unless you invoked Spotlight
with ⌘-Space, in which case you can type immediately). Then, as you
type:
• You’ll be presented with Siri app suggestions, which are recent and
frequently used apps—tap one to open it.
• You may also see Siri search suggestions below the Search box,
which are recent searches you’ve performed; tap one to search for it
again. You may also see Siri search suggestions as you’re typing a
query.
• You may also see Siri suggestions for actions you can take, like
calling your mom or messaging your spouse.
• To search your device and various services, type a search term into
the Search box and tap Search on your keyboard (or press Return
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Speak to Siri
Siri is your voice-activated personal assistant, capable of making
phone calls, playing music, reading your email messages, telling you if
it’s going to rain, and even controlling your home.

Summon Siri
There are two ways to summon Siri. The first is to press and hold the
Home button—or the side button on devices without Home buttons—
until you see “What can I help you with?” on the screen.
Or you can use the voice-activated Hey Siri, which you can enable in
Settings > Siri & Search > Listen for “Hey Siri” (it should be enabled by
default).
To use Hey Siri, say, “Hey Siri” and speak your query—you don’t have
to wait for Siri to activate.
Tip: If you have trouble activating Hey Siri, turn off Listen for “Hey
Siri” in Settings > Siri & Search and turning it back on to retrain it.

Set Up Siri
In addition to Hey Siri, there are other important settings to check in
Settings > Siri & Search:
• Your spoken language: Tap Language to select the language that
you want to speak to Siri with. You should choose the language you
are most fluent in, but this is also a fun way to practice speaking in a
foreign language.
Note: If you change Siri’s language, you’ll have to re-enable Hey Siri.
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• Siri’s accent and gender: Tap Siri Voice. Depending on the
selected language, you may see accent options. Tap the accent that
you want to hear when Siri speaks.
Note: If you don’t see a Siri Voice option, try picking a different
language.

• Introducing yourself: You can tell Siri, “Take me home” to get
directions to your residence, but first, Siri must know who you are.
Tap My Information and then pick your contact entry from the list.
If you don’t have one, make one in the Contacts app.
To check who Siri thinks you are, you can ask “Who am I?”
Tip: To create a new contact card, whether for yourself or a family
button at the top
member, open the Contacts app and tap the Add
of the main screen (cancel the Search field if you don’t see an Add
button).

Siri lets you refer to people by relationship. For example, I can tell Siri
to “call my wife” instead of “call Hannah Centers.” You can teach Siri
the identity of most of your family members and other important
people in your life.
To set this up, make sure you have a card for the person in the Contacts app. Then do one of the following:
• Tell Siri: Invoke Siri and tell her about the relationship. For example, I can say, “Hannah Centers is my wife”; after confirmation, that
relationship is set. You can check this with Siri later with queries
like “Who is my wife?” and “Who is my boss?”
• Tell the Contacts app: Open your card in Contacts, tap Edit in
the upper-right corner, scroll down, tap “add related name,” tap the
default relationship to pick the desired relationship, tap the info
icon, and select the person’s card. Tap Done.
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Command Keyboards
Typing in iOS and iPadOS is pretty self-explanatory, but a few tricks
are easy to miss.

Learn Text-Editing Basics
Editing text is fairly intuitive, but some features aren’t always obvious.
Here are the basics:
• Display the insertion point: Tap in a text area where you want
the insertion point to appear.
• Move the insertion point: Tap where you want to type or place a
finger on the insertion point and drag it where you want to go.
• Select text: Double-tap to select a single word. Without lifting
your finger, you can drag it to continue selecting text. Triple-tap to
select an entire line or quadruple-tap to select a paragraph. After
text is selected, you can drag the handles to shrink or expand the
expansion (Figure 61).
After you select text, an edit menu appears overhead with common
options like Copy, Cut, Paste, and Select All. You can tap the arrow
to cycle through additional options like Look Up and Translate.
On narrower screens, a back arrow might appear on the left to
cycle backward through the options.
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Figure 61: After selecting text, move the handles on each end to
adjust the selection. The edit menu also appears with common
actions like Copy and Select All.

• Copy text: With text selected, pinch in with three fingers. You’ll
see Copy appear at the top of the screen.
• Cut text: With text selected, pinch in once with three fingers to
copy, and then again to cut. You’ll see Cut appear at the top of the
screen.
Note: Sometimes, these gestures are overridden by other actions. If
you attempt a three-finger pinch in Safari, it opens the tab browser.
Of course, you can also choose copy or paste from the edit menu that
appears when you select text.

• Paste text: Move the insertion point to where you want to paste
text and then pinch open with three fingers. Select text and paste to
replace it.
• Undo and redo: Swipe from right to left with three fingers to
undo the last action and swipe with three fingers from left to right
to redo the last action.
• Special characters: Typing special characters, like è or ü, is easy
in iOS and iPadOS. Touch and hold the base letter on the key-
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Use the Share Sheet
The share sheet is a core feature for sharing content with other people
and for triggering miscellaneous actions. You can not only share
webpages through messages, email, and on social media, but you can
also transfer a file (like a PDF displayed in Safari) to another app (like
Books) or execute actions like searching a webpage or launching a
shortcut. Here are the ins and outs of how the share sheet works in iOS
and iPadOS.

Share with the Share Sheet
Whenever you can share content, you see a Share icon. Tap it to
reveal the activity view, which displays two rows of buttons. Swipe left
and right on each half to reveal more functionality. Tap a button on the
sheet to perform that action (Figure 66).

Figure 66: The share sheet let you do things like share a webpage
from Safari with AirDrop or a text or email message. Activity views
also offer other functionality, like copying a URL or running a shortcut. Apps you share from might offer other options such as sending a
webpage as a PDF or an archive.
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What You Can Share
Here are some examples of what you can share with the share sheet:
• Webpages in Safari and other browsers
• Images in the Photos app
• Locations in Maps
• Email attachments from Mail
• Files from the Files app
• Apple Music songs and playlists from Music (look for the More
button)
• Almost anything else, so long as the developer has included activity
view capabilities and you’ve enabled the extension—see Edit Share
Sheets later in the chapter
The share sheet often conflates the idea of sharing with actions like
copying and printing. For example, pull up the share sheet in a note to
reveal options to copy and print that note.
Note: To print from an iPhone or iPad, you need either a printer that
supports the AirPrint protocol or a desktop app that can act as a
bridge, such as Printopia from Decisive Tactics.

Share Options
Some apps might show an Options text label at the top of the activity
view (Figure 66). Tapping that reveals additional share options,
which vary by app, for example:
• Safari: Instead of sharing a link, you can choose to share a PDF of
the webpage, a PDF in Reader view, or a web archive.
• Photos: You can share an iCloud link instead of the actual photo,
and you can opt to strip out location and other metadata.
It’s worth checking the share sheet in each app to see what you can do!
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Maximize Your iPad
Technically, iPads run a completely different operating system than
iPhones: iPadOS. In reality, they’re functionally identical… for the
most part. However, iPads have some special features that take advantage of the larger screen.

Manage the Dock
The iPad Dock functions more like the Mac Dock than the iPhone
Dock. It’s split into two sections. The left-hand section holds the apps
you place there—up to 15 of them. The right-hand side presents recently and frequently used apps and Handoff apps, denoted by the Handoff
icon on the app (see Learn About Handoff—Figure 69). You can
turn that off with the Show Suggested and Recent Apps setting in
Settings > General > Multitasking & Dock.

Figure 69: The iPad Dock holds your favorite apps, suggests apps
iPadOS thinks you’ll want quick access to, and offers access to App
Library. It’s also how you access Handoff apps on an iPad.

The icon on the far-right side of the Dock opens App Library (see Clean
Up Your Home Screen with App Library).

Reveal the Dock
The Dock is always visible on the Home screen, but is hidden when
viewing an app. Swipe up from the bottom of the screen to reveal it. In
some apps, you must first swipe up to reveal an arrow
, and then
swipe up again to reveal the Dock.
Tapping an app in the Dock switches from the current app to the app
you tap.
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Adding and Removing Dock Apps
To add an app to the Dock, enter jiggle mode by touching and holding
an empty spot on the Home screen, and then drag the app icon to the
Dock—see Move Apps. Items added to the Dock are removed from the
Home screen. You can also drag in apps from the App Library.
Tip: The iPad Dock can also hold folders! Moving them in and out of
the Dock works just as it does with apps.

Removing an app from the Dock works the same way: drag the app out
of the Dock. Note that you cannot do this in an app—you must be
viewing the Home screen.

Type on an iPad
An iPad’s large screen size affords some special keyboard features that
wouldn’t make sense on an iPhone.
Tip: The iPad keyboard can display special keys for working with
, redo
, cut
, copy
, and paste
.
text: undo

Flick Down for Special Characters
iPadOS makes typing alternative characters more efficient, by allowing
you to “flick” down on a key to type an alternative character instead of
having to cycle through keyboard layouts.
Look at each keyboard key. Tapping the key inserts the black character.
Most keys also display a light gray character above the primary character. To type these, flick down on the key instead of merely tapping it.
Think of it like flicking down a light switch.
If you flick slowly, you’ll notice the light gray character sliding down
and becoming the key you’re typing (Figure 70).
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Master Messages
Messages has grown into a potent instant messaging tool. Messages
can handle SMS messages, Apple’s own iMessage messages, and voice
messages. Messages lets you add visual effects to messages, and
developers can create apps that integrate with Messages.
Tip: Although I cover the basics of Messages for iOS and iPadOS
here, Glenn Fleishman goes into more detail in his book Take Control
of FaceTime and Messages, which also covers the apps in macOS.

Understand Core Messages Concepts
SMS (Short Message System) and MMS (Multimedia Messaging
System) are methods of sending short text messages (or, for MMS, text
messages with multimedia attachments) over a cellular network.
Tip: You can choose the tone that’s played when a message arrives in
Settings > Sounds (or Sounds & Haptics) > Text Tone.

iMessage is Apple’s alternative to SMS and MMS. iMessage allows
encrypted messages of unlimited length, those messages are sent over
a standard internet connection, and messages can be sent and received
by the Messages app on any iPhone, iPad, Mac, or Apple Watch. It also
supports features like editing and unsending messages, Apple Pay,
tapback responses, and stickers.
iMessage isn’t just tied to your phone number—you can associate it
with other phone numbers and even email addresses. The downside is
that it works only with other iMessage users—when you send a message to someone who doesn’t use iMessage, it falls back to SMS and
MMS.
Note: Messages displays SMS/MMS messages in green bubbles and
iMessages in blue bubbles.
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Here are the fundamentals of using Messages:
• Enable or disable iMessage: Go to Settings > Messages and
turn on the iMessage switch.
• Set send and receive addresses: In Settings > Messages, tap
Send & Receive. Select your iPhone number and any email addresses where you want to receive iMessages (messages arrive in the
Messages app, not your email). Still on the Send & Receive screen,
specify the phone number or email address from which you want
your iMessages to originate.
• Share your name and photo: You can choose to share a specific
name and avatar photo with contacts in Settings > Messages >
Share Name and Photo. This changes how you appear to other
iMessage users.
Text Message Forwarding
Your iPhone can forward SMS/MMS “green bubble” messages to other
Apple devices:
1. Sign in to Messages on your iPhone and the other device with the
same Apple ID. (On a Mac, choose Messages > Preferences >
iMessage. Under macOS 13 Ventura you go to Messages > Settings > iMessage instead.)
2. On your iPhone, open Settings > Messages > Text Message
Forwarding and turn on the switch for the device you want to
forward messages to.
3. That may be all that’s necessary, but if a code appears on
the other device, enter it on the iPhone.
This can work over a cellular connection as well, if your carrier
supports it.

• Decide about read receipts: Adjust the Send Read Receipts
switch, depending on whether want to send read receipts, which tell
those you’re conversing with whether you’ve read their messages.
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Capture Camera Basics
Camera is one of the most popular iOS/iPadOS apps. Thanks to the
ever-improving quality of iPhone and iPad cameras, many people have
abandoned point-and-shoot cameras entirely, instead using their iPads
or iPhones to capture cherished moments.

Learn Camera Fundamentals
Before you take a photo or video, you should review the elements of the
main screen of the Camera app (Figure 93). Read more about most of
these in Pick a Camera Mode, ahead.

Figure 93: Here’s a look at the Camera controls on an
iPhone: (A) Live Photo (B) HDR (C) More Controls (D) Shared
Library (E) Flash (F) Viewfinder (G) Zoom (H) Swap Camera (I)
Take Picture (J) Last Picture. Camera on an iPad has similar controls, but a different layout.

Let’s quickly explore what these controls do:
• Live Photo: Newer iPhones and iPads can take Live Photos, which
are otherwise normal photos that embed a brief video clip (think of
the moving pictures in the Harry Potter series). When Live Photos
is enabled, video is captured automatically whenever you take a
photo, which you can play back by touching and holding on a photo.
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Live Photos take up significantly more storage than regular photos.
You can toggle Tapping the Live Photos
button to toggle the feature.
• HDR: High-dynamic-range imaging, or HDR, is a way to capture
more light in a photo by combining several photos into one. When
HDR is enabled, Camera takes two photos with different exposures
and merges them to produce, in theory, a better final image.
• Shared Library: If you set up an iCloud Shared Photo Library to
share photos with others, you can automatically share them from
the Camera app by tapping the Shared Library
button. When
Shared Library is on, the line through the button disappears, the
button lights up in yellow , and SHARED LIBRARY briefly
flashes next to the viewfinder.
Note: Apple is now saying that iCloud Shard Photo Library is “coming
in an update later this year.” However, existing beta testers have
access to the feature even if they never enabled it. We presume
Apple is officially delaying it until the release of iPadOS 16 and
macOS 13 Ventura.

Warning! If you have a shared library and you need to take a sensibutton to
tive photo, always double check the Shared Library
. If you take a photo of your nether
make sure it’s off and not on
regions (say, for your doctor) and it winds up in your shared library,
you may be in for a world of embarrassment.

• Flash: This turns flash (really just a bright LED) on and off. (On
the rear camera, the LED flash is also used as your flashlight.) On
the front camera, the screen flashes white. It’s usually best to keep
this off unless you need it because it can create washed-out photos
and red eyes.
• Night mode (not pictured): By default on newer iPhones, when
taking pictures in low light, the iPhone activates Night mode,
signified by the Night mode
icon. You can tap that icon to turn
Night mode off. When you take a picture in Night mode, the icon
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Learn New Accessibility
Features
Apple has long emphasized accessibility features and they’re one of the
company’s strongest selling points. Accessibility doesn’t just make the
experience better for the disabled: many accessibility features offer
quality of life improvements for everyone, like the new Live Captions
feature that transcribes all voice audio to onscreen text.

Mirror Your Apple Watch to Your
iPhone
If you have an Apple Watch Series 6 or later running watchOS 9, you
can mirror the watch’s screen to your iPhone. The upside of this is you
can use your iPhone’s other accessibility features like Assistive Touch
and Voice Control with your Apple Watch. It also lets you use the
iPhone’s screen recording feature to capture your Apple Watch’s
screen.
To turn it on, go to Settings > Accessibility > Apple Watch Mirroring
and turn on Apple Watch Mirroring. A panel appears showing your
Apple Watch’s screen, and you can interact with your Apple Watch
from that panel on your iPhone (Figure 99).
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Figure 99: Apple Watch Mirroring lets you use iPhone accessibility
features with your Apple Watch. Image credit: Apple.
Tip: You can set up the Accessibility Shortcut to trigger Apple Watch
Mirroring. Go to Accessibility > Accessibility Shortcut and select Apple
Watch Mirroring. Then you can triple-press the side button to activate
Apple Watch Mirroring.

Save Magnifier “Activities”
The Magnifier app has several settings, like zoom level, brightness,
color filters, and flashlight toggle. You can now save a sets of settings
as Activities and easily switch among them.
To create an activity:
1. Set up Magnifier for the activity you want to save.
2. Tap the Settings

button.
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About This Book
Thank you for purchasing this Take Control book. We hope you find
it both useful and enjoyable to read. We welcome your comments.

Ebook Extras
You can access extras related to this ebook on the web. Once you’re
on the ebook’s Take Control Extras page, you can:
• Download any available new version of the ebook for free, or buy
a subsequent edition at a discount.
• Download various formats, including PDF, EPUB, and Mobipocket.
(Learn about reading on mobile devices on our Device Advice page.)
• Read the ebook’s blog. You may find new tips or information, as
well as a link to an author interview.
• Find out if we have any update plans for the ebook.
If you bought this ebook from the Take Control website, it has been
automatically added to your account, where you can download it in
other formats and access any future updates.
More Take Control Books
This is but one of many Take Control titles! We have books that cover
a wide range of technology topics, with extra emphasis on Macs and
other Apple products.
You can buy Take Control books from the Take Control online catalog
as well as from venues such as Amazon and the Apple Books Store.
But it’s a better user experience and our authors earn more when you
buy directly from us. Just saying…
Our ebooks are available in three popular formats: PDF, EPUB, and
the Kindle’s Mobipocket. All are DRM-free.
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kind. Neither alt concepts nor the author shall be liable to any person or entity for any
special, indirect, incidental, or consequential damages, including without limitation lost
revenues or lost profits, that may result (or that are alleged to result) from the use of these
materials. In other words, use this information at your own risk.
It’s just a name: Many of the designations in this ebook used to distinguish products
and services are claimed as trademarks or service marks. Any trademarks, service marks,
product names, or named features that appear in this title are assumed to be the property
of their respective owners. All product names and services are used in an editorial fashion
only, with no intention of infringement. No such use, or the use of any trade name, is
meant to convey endorsement or other affiliation with this title.
We aren’t Apple: This title is an independent publication and has not been authorized,
sponsored, or otherwise approved by Apple Inc. Because of the nature of this title, it uses
terms that are registered trademarks or service marks of Apple Inc. If you’re into that sort
of thing, you can view a complete list of Apple Inc.’s registered trademarks and service
marks.
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